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University of Pittsburgh’s land acknowledgement

We recognize that the University of Pittsburgh occupies the ancestral land of 
the Adena culture, Hopewell culture and Monongahela peoples, who were 
later joined by refugees of other tribes (including the Delaware, Shawnee, 
and Haudenosaunee), driven here from their homelands by colonizers. 

We honor these traditional Native inhabitants of this place and uplift their 
historic, unique, and enduring relationship with this land, which is their 
ancestral territory.  

We pay our respects to their Elders and their past, present, and future people, 
community, and culture.  While we cannot change the past, we commit to 
continued gratitude for the gifts of nature, along with ongoing respect, care, 
and stewardship of the land, each other, and future generations.

https://www.sustainable.pitt.edu/land-acknowledgement/

https://www.sustainable.pitt.edu/land-acknowledgement/


xʷməθkʷəy̓əm (Musqueam) 
        land acknowledgement 

UBC-Vancouver is located on the 

traditional, ancestral, and unceded 

territory of the Musqueam people. 

https://indigenous.ubc.ca/indigenous-engagement/musqueam-and-ubc/

https://indigenous.ubc.ca/indigenous-engagement/musqueam-and-ubc/


Canadian Indian Residential Schools
•operated from the 1890s until 1996
•high death rates from TB, physical abuse, 
malnutrition, attempts to escape, suicide

•a policy of not notifying or returning children 
who died to their families

•sexual abuse, exploitation as labor in 
“industrial schools” and as test subjects

•ongoing inter-generational trauma 

Truth and Reconciliation Commission
•2015 TRC report: this was a program of 
“deliberate cultural genocide” 

•“knowing the truth is not enough”: Canadians 
“must learn how to practice reconciliation in 
our everyday lives” 

•94 calls to action: partnerships to repair the 
harm – reconciliation & restitution 



UBC reconciliation pole
Carved by 7idansuu (James Hart) 
Haida Hereditary Chief and Master Carver, 
raised April 4, 2017
Photographer: Paul Joseph, UBC Communications & Marketing



First Nations, Métis, Inuit 
delegation in Rome

April 2022



“The Moral Terrain of Science”

Bases to which scientists are responsible
Scientific reasoning | Scientific community | Broader society

Nature of the responsibility
General vs Role-specific

Level of responsibility
Ceilings vs floors – minimal demand vs ideals

Who bears the responsibility
Individual vs community

Heather Douglas, Erkenntnis 79(2014): 961-979



The plan...

Settler-colonial legacies in archaeology
• Eliminationist agendas – material, cultural, epistemic

• Musqueam history – c̓əsnaʔəm/Marpole archaeology

Negotiating  counter-colonial practices
• collaborative practice – strategies | critiques

Bearing witness
• Indian Residential School archaeology

• Institutional constraints | a role for HPS / STS



Archaeology at Musqueam
“The Great Marpole midden” / Cesna?em

• 1884: roadworks exposed ancestors & belongings
• 1890s: Jessop Expedition (AMNH) excavations by 

Harlan Smith/Franz Boas / routine looting
• 1920s-30s: regional type-site status + racialized 

“displacement hypothesis” advocated (VCM)
• 1948: “Who were these mysterious people … not 

Indians certainly”

• 1950s-60s: Borden’s systematic 
excavations (UBC/MoA)

• 2010s: Musqueam protests to 
protect Cesna?em

A “civic narrative of dispossession”: 
that dissociated archaeologically 
documented “pre-Salishan” people 
from contemporary Musqueam, 
built into regional chronologies.

(Roy 2006: 67 / 2016)



Counter-colonial practices in archaeology
Aboriginal/Indigenous activism

- assertion of control over cultural heritage, especially with respect to the 
treatment of ancestral remains / cemeteries and sacred sites

Internal critiques of the “positivist” New Archaeology
- the ambition to be a ‘universal science of humanity’ founders
- attention to the values & interests that configure archaeological practice 

A movement to “decolonize” archaeology
- in settler colonial states: legally mandated accountability to descendant 
communities
- in post- or neo-colonial contexts: regulatory systems and laws of 
cultural patrimony assert control over archaeological sites & material
- internal demands for Indigenous centred & led archaeology



Defensive pro-science critiques
Archaeological 

Geoff Clark, “Demon Haunted World” (1996) 

- all the gains of the Enlightenment at risk…

Philosophical 
Paul Boghossian, Fear of Knowledge (2006)

- no alternative epistemic system matches the success of 
Western science/technology

-so the epistemic norms of science captured by our “classical 
picture of knowledge” must approximate “absolute, 
practice-independent facts” of justification

For the details of this argument see Wylie, 2015, “A Plurality of Pluralisms,” in Objectivity in Science
eds. Padovani, Richardson, and Tsou (Springer, pp. 189-210).



Constructive alternatives
“Working relationships that are beneficial to all parties” 

– minimally these require consent and consultation
– also reciprocity, capacity building, active participation

Community based collaborative practice 
– requires a redistribution of control over archaeological goals, 

conduct, products and authority
– often leads to the consideration of new questions, lines of 

evidence and interpretive resources
– brings a perspective to bear on disciplinary taken-for-granteds

Colwell-Chathaphohn and Ferguson: Collaboration in Archaeological Practice (AltaMira 2008).
Nicholas & Wylie: “Legacies of Appropriation, Modes of Response,” in Ethics of Cultural Appropriation (Blackwell 2009).



Our goal is to catalyze a conversation about and study of 
Indigeneity and science, with a focus on understanding 
Indigenous history, its material & historical manifestations, 
and its environmental context.

https://indigenousscience.ubc.ca/





“Splitting Obsidian” | Rhy McMillan 

.



Volcano locations and lead isotopes of geologic obsidian samples plotted 
geographically in British Columbia. Distance to most probably procurement 
area: 360 km N / 275 km S of the archeological site.

McMillan, Amini, Weis, Journal of Archaeological Science (2019)



A “fair-minded” interactive pluralism
Be prepared “constantly to learn” (Zimmerman)

– not only about the world but, reflexively, about inquiry itself

Standpoint theory
– mobilize situated knowledge: epistemic resources structured 

by entrenched lines of social differentiation
– recognize epistemic advantage (vs privilege) on the (social) 

margins 

“Tempered equality of intellectual authority” 
– reframe Longino’s social/cognitive norm as a requirement to 

seek out collaborations that can counteract risks of insularity 



Sunset clause critiques 
Marina Lasalle &  Rich Hutchings (2010-218)

• archaeologists are deluding themselves if they think that collaborative 
practice makes them “part of the solution”

• the “colonial culture of archeology” hasn’t changed; it is still 
functionally a “colonial technology of government designed to “control 
living Indigenous people by controlling their heritage”

• the institutional and economic imperatives of “late stage capitalism 
prevail”; reinforced by archaeological training it is impossible to “think 
outside the box to effect real social change”

• archaeologists should institute a program of planned obsolescence

Alexis Shotwell: Against Purity (2012)

• “take complicity and compromise as a starting point for action” 

For a review of these critiques see Wylie 2019,
“Crossing a Threshold,” Archaeologies 15.5: 570-587.



Bearing witness 

Coast Salish witnesses 
to significant events: 
- observing the work done
- informing others
- testifying to legitimacy 

TRC report 2015:  witnesses are asked 
to “store and care for the history they 
witness and to share it with their own 
people when they return home” 
- bearing witness to IRS history
- reciprocal witnessing  
 Simons, Martindale & Wylie 2021, “Bearing Witness,” 
in Working with and for Ancestors, eds. Meloche, 
Nichols & Spake (Routledge), pp. 21-31. 



Ground-penetrating radar 
in the field

Illustrations due to Eric Simons



Indigenous/Science statement of values

Relationships first / Community-led initiatives
We aim to work on questions that Indigenous communities identify as relevant and 
important to them, and to forging rm partnerships that can sustain this work.

Team-work & expertise / Building reciprocal capacity in research 
and training 

We are committed to recruiting the expertise and funding needed for specific initiatives, and 
we recognize that the knowledge and expertise of Indigenous scholars and knowledge 
holders is crucial to any work we do. 

Transparency & accountability / Documentation & assessment
We want to ensure that we’re accountable to those we work with, and that our practice is 
appropriate to the cultural context

Full text available on the Indigenous/Science website:
https://indigenousscience.ubc.ca/home
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